Applicant Number

APPLICATION FORM
EUROPEAN MASTER’S PROGRAM IN COMPUTATIONAL LOGIC
Application for student registration in winter term

I apply for the following scholarship
Full grant
Small grant
Tuition fee waiver

1 PERSONAL DATA
family name:
first names:
sex:

date of birth:

female

male

day / month / year

place of birth:

nationality:

home postal address
street, number
postal code, city:
country, state:

postal address for correspondence
street, number
postal code, city:
country, state:

email:
phone:

fax:

2 CURRICULUM VITAE (short version)

3 STUDY PREREQUISITES
details of university entrance qualification
high school diploma
grade or class
country, city
date
copy of certificate

is enclosed

will be sent later

highest degree
The regulation of study requires a bachelor in computer science or a comparable degree
in the main field of study at a German University.

will be sent later

is enclosed

copy of certificate

certificate of English language (for non–native English speakers only)
certificate
test date
country, city
level/points
copy of certificate

is enclosed

will be sent later

do you have knowledge of the following languages?
(just for our information; no certificates required)
German

basic

intermediate

fluent

Italian

basic

intermediate

fluent

Portugese

basic

intermediate

fluent

other prerequisites
The regulation of study requires a certificate showing good knowledge of following areas.
Since the courses may not have the same titles at different universities, please fill in the names of the courses
which you think are equivalent.

foundations of mathematical logic
grade:
copy of certificate

is enclosed

will be sent later

foundations of artificial intelligence

grade:
copy of certificate

is enclosed

will be sent later

declarative programming

grade:
copy of certificate

is enclosed

will be sent later

4 PREVIOUS STUDY
first university
study begin
completed semesters

town

university

course of study

from

to

degree

date

grade/result

details of previous studies

5 REASONS
I am applying to this Master’s Program because:

5 CHECKLIST
The following documents must be attached.
1.

Curriculum Vitae (detailed version)

2.

Statement of purpose

3.

Reports on university examinations (transcripts)

4.

Study curriculum (data table)

5.

Diploma (first degree or bachelor degree)

6.

For students already enrolled in one of the local Master’s programs
at FUB, UNL or TUW only: Current transcript degree

7.

English language certificate (TOEFL- or IELTS-certificate)
The following documents are not relevant for the evaluation of the
application and can be sent later:

1.

Higher Secondary School Certificate / Intermediate Examination Certificate

2.

Dichiarazione di Valore. This document is issued by the competent Italian diplomatic authorities.

3.

original APS certificate (for Chinese and Vietnamese students only)
Please note that all copies of the original transcripts and degrees must be authenticated
as true copies of the originals with a stamp and signature by an authorized institution
(i. e. German embassy, consulate, public notary). The accuracy of the attached English
translation of the documents must be confirmed.

6 DECLARATION
I declare that all statements made in this form are true and complete.
I understand that untrue statements may cause exclusion from the course.

place, date

Please fill in and send to the following address:

signature

CL Secretary
Technische Universität Dresden
Faculty of Computer Science
International Center for Computational Logic
D–01062 Dresden, Germany

